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Novel directions in UPC QCD studies

Mark Strikman, PSU

DIS19, April  10

Small-x physics in ultraperipheral collisions at the LHC
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what we learned and some directions for the future studies



Wide range of W in the same setting (Bonus for studying  HE  dynamics)  

Why ultraperipheral  (UPC) - photon - nucleus & nucleon  interactions are interesting: 

Forward physics at central rapidities - small x at smaller virtualities

Presence in the photon of soft “vector meson like” and hard 

qq̄, cc̄ components - relative contribution of soft and hard components 

can be regulated by selecting different final states

Color fluctuations in photon - nucleus collisions

Photon is a multiscale state:  

�2

will try to minimize overlap with three previous talks on UPC processes



UPC provided unique information about interaction of  both 
small dipoles like  and hadron like configurations with nuclei. 

Roadmap of the talk:

Small dipoles interactions with several nucleons is much larger than in the eikonal 
approximation - leading twist nuclear shadowing for J/psi coherent scattering

Shadowing for hadron (ρ-meson)  - nucleus interaction is much larger than  
in the Glauber model - expected in the Gribov picture of hA high energy interactions

Expectations of large color fluctuations (fluctuations of the strength of of 
interaction) inelastic photon nucleus interactions 

Inelastic diffraction -  large t (rapidity gaps)  & small t (gluon fluctuations) 
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Strength of interaction of white small  system is proportional 
to the area occupies by color.

QCD factorization theorem for  the interaction of small size color singlet 
wave package of quarks and gluons. 

For small quark - antiquark  dipole 

small but rapidly growing with energy.  

�(qq̄T ) =
⇡2

3
↵s(Q

2)r2trxgT (x,Q
2 = �r2tr)

In case T= nucleus,  LT interactions with 2,3… nucleons are hidden in gT(x,Q)
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Theory of the leading twist nuclear shadowing for pdfs is based on

AGK cutting rules �eD = �imp � �double,�diff = �double,
�single N = �imp � 4�double;�two N = 2�double

for   hard diffractive processes  

tested at HERA for Q2 > few GeV2  - larger probability of diffraction for gluon induced diffraction 
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Collins factorization theorem
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Comparison of predictions of FGS 10 and EPPS16 at Q2= 4, 10 GeV2

EPPS16 includes dijet LHC pA data   - since pt are large - shadowing is  small and 
backward evolution is not stable
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Figure 1: High energy quarkonium photoproduction in the leading twist approximation.

accounts for the inelastic strong interactions of the nuclei at impact parameters b ≤ 2RA

and, hence, suppresses the corresponding contribution to the Υ photoproduction. In
our calculations we use the nuclear matter density ρA(z, b⃗) obtained from the mean field
Hartree-Fock-Skyrme (HFS) model, which describes many global properties of nuclei [27]
as well as many single-particle nuclear structure characteristics extracted from the high
energy A(e, e′p) reactions [28].

The amplitude of Υ photoproduction (necessary for the calculation of σγA→ΥA in
eq. (2.1)) in the leading twist approximation is described by the series of the Feynman
diagrams depicted in figure. 1. The QCD factorization theorem2 for exclusive meson pho-
toproduction [5, 7, 29] allows one to express the imaginary part of the forward amplitude
for the production of a heavy vector meson by a photon, γ + T → V + T , through con-
volution of the wave function of the meson at the zero transverse separation between the
quark and antiquark, the hard interaction block and the generalized parton distribution
(GPD) of the target, GT (x1, x2, Q2, tmin), evaluated at tmin ≈ −x2m2

N . The momentum
light cone fractions xi of the gluons attached to the quark loop satisfy the relation:

x1 − x2 =
m2

Υ

s
≡ x , (2.4)

where s = 4ENω = 4γωmN is the invariant energy for γ − N scattering (EN = γmN is
the energy per nucleon in the c.m. of the nucleus-nucleus collisions). If the quark Fermi
motion and binding effects were negligible, then x2 ≪ x1 as a consequence of the fact that

2The proof of the factorization theorem for diffractive electroproduction of vector mesons is rather

straightforward [29] and, therefore, it is generally accepted in the published literature. At the same time,

the proof of the factorization theorem is more delicate in the case of hadron-initiated processes such as

diffraction of pions into two jets. For such processes factorization was questioned in refs. [30, 31]. However,

approximations used in these papers appear to violate gauge invariance when describing hadron desinte-

gration into jets in high-energy processes off the nucleon (nucleus) target. In particular, the same approx-

imations lead to the formulae for the process of dijet production by the pion projectile off the Coulomb

field of a nucleon (nucleus) [32], which differ from the exact answer deduced from the requirement of the

conservation of the e.m. current and renormalizability of QCD [33].
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⇒

⇥�A⇤V A(s) =
d⇥�N⇤V N (s, tmin)

dt

⇥
GA(x1, x2, Q2

eff , t = 0)
AGN (xx, x2, Q2

eff , t = 0)

⇤2 tmin⌅

�⌅

dt

����
⌅

d2bdzei✏qt·✏beiqlz�(✏b, z)
����
2

.

The leading twist prediction (neglecting small t dependence of shadowing)

where x = x1 � x2 = m2
V /W 2

�N

GA(x1, x2, Q2
eff , t = 0)

GN (x1, x2, Q2
eff , t = 0)

�
GA((x1 + x2)/2, Q2

eff , t = 0)
GN ((x1 + x2)/2, Q2

eff , t = 0)

Exclusive vector meson production in DIS  (onium in photoproduction)

--sensitive test  of nuclear shadowing dynamics 
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Special situation for small  σ: 
�(”small dipole” � A)

A�(”small dipole” � N)
=

GA(x,Q2

AGN (x,Q2)
< 1

Prediction of the  LT theory 
of nuclear shadowing based 
on factorization theorem for 
diffraction and AGK 

Strong reduction of nuclear shadowing at 
fixed x due to the DGLAP flow of partons 
from larger x

Author's personal copy

L. Frankfurt et al. / Physics Reports 512 (2012) 255–393 305

Fig. 34. Prediction for nuclear PDFs and structure functions for 208Pb. The ratios Rj (ū and c quarks and gluons) and RF2 as functions of Bjorken x at Q 2 = 4,
10, 100 and 10, 000 GeV2. The four upper panels correspond to FGS10_H; the four lower panels correspond to FGS10_L.

The numerical value of the exponent � = 0.25 in Eq. (126) can be understood as follows. The x dependence of nuclear
shadowing at small x is primarily driven by the xP dependence of the Pomeron flux fP/p(xP) / 1/x(2↵P�1)

P / 1/x1.22P . There-
fore, in the very small x limit, one expects from Eq. (64) that, approximately,

�F2A(x,Q 2)/A /

✓
1
x

◆0.22

,

�xgA(x,Q 2)/A /

✓
1
x

◆0.22

, (127)

which is consistent with our numerical result in Eq. (126).
When we present our predictions for nuclear shadowing in the form of the ratios of the nuclear to nucleon PDFs, it is

somewhat difficult to see the leading twist nature of the predicted nuclear shadowing because of the rapid Q 2 dependence
of the free nucleon structure functions and PDFs. In order to see the leading twist nuclear shadowing more explicitly, one
should examine the absolute values of the shadowing corrections.

Fig. 38 presents |�F2A(x,Q 2)/A| and |�xgA(x,Q 2)/A| as functions of Q 2 at fixed x = 10�4 (first and third rows) and
x = 10�3 (second and fourth rows) for 40Ca (four upper panels) and 208Pb (four lower panels). The solid curves correspond
to FGS10_H; the dotted curves correspond to FGS10_L. Also, for comparison, presented by the dot-dashed curves, we give
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Fig. 34. Prediction for nuclear PDFs and structure functions for 208Pb. The ratios Rj (ū and c quarks and gluons) and RF2 as functions of Bjorken x at Q 2 = 4,
10, 100 and 10, 000 GeV2. The four upper panels correspond to FGS10_H; the four lower panels correspond to FGS10_L.
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shadowing at small x is primarily driven by the xP dependence of the Pomeron flux fP/p(xP) / 1/x(2↵P�1)
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fore, in the very small x limit, one expects from Eq. (64) that, approximately,
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which is consistent with our numerical result in Eq. (126).
When we present our predictions for nuclear shadowing in the form of the ratios of the nuclear to nucleon PDFs, it is

somewhat difficult to see the leading twist nature of the predicted nuclear shadowing because of the rapid Q 2 dependence
of the free nucleon structure functions and PDFs. In order to see the leading twist nuclear shadowing more explicitly, one
should examine the absolute values of the shadowing corrections.

Fig. 38 presents |�F2A(x,Q 2)/A| and |�xgA(x,Q 2)/A| as functions of Q 2 at fixed x = 10�4 (first and third rows) and
x = 10�3 (second and fourth rows) for 40Ca (four upper panels) and 208Pb (four lower panels). The solid curves correspond
to FGS10_H; the dotted curves correspond to FGS10_L. Also, for comparison, presented by the dot-dashed curves, we give
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Fig. 34. Prediction for nuclear PDFs and structure functions for 208Pb. The ratios Rj (ū and c quarks and gluons) and RF2 as functions of Bjorken x at Q 2 = 4,
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Strong reduction of nuclear shadowing at fixed x with increase of Q due to the DGLAP flow of 
partons from larger x

Rg(x,Q)

For 

Interaction of small dipoles with multiple nucleons are not suppressed 

10

 8

For small sizes, d,  dipoles - LT leads to much larger screening than eikonal models 
since in LT screening is proportional to GA(x, Q2 ~ 1/d2) / GN(x, Q2 ~ 1/d2) while in 
the eikonal shadowing term  is a higher twist - much smaller suppression.

�dipole�A/�dipole�N = 1� cd2

Why eikonal works reasonably well for soft processes and not for small dipoles ?

In LT approximation interaction of small dipoles with multiple 
nucleons are not suppressed by d2 factor (LT DGLAP evolution)

in soft physics:       σ(inel diffraction)/σ(elast.)  at t=0 << 1

for small dipoles:  σ(inel diffraction)/σ(elast.)  at t=0 >> 1



Test: J/ψ-meson production:  γ+Α → J/ψ +Α 

Small dipoles ➟ QCD factorization theorem 

SPb =


�(�A ! J/ +A)

�imp.approx.(�A ! J/ +A)

�1/2
=

gA(x,Q2)

gN (x,Q2)

Much larger shadowing than in the eikonal dipole models
Technical remarks: 
a)  elementary amplitudes are expressed through non-diagonal GPD . However 
in J/ψ case light-cone fractions of gluons attached to cc -- x1 and x2 are 
comparable x1=1.5 x ,  & x2 = 0.5  → (x1+ x2 )/2 =x

So non-diagonality effect is small for J/ψ case.

b)  High energy factorization → HT effects are large but   mostly cancel in the ratio of 
nuclear and elementary cross sections at t=0. However NLO effects  require further 
studies.
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_

(x1 + x2)J/�

2
� x;

(x1 + x2)�
2

� x/2



Strong suppression of coherent J/ψ production observed by ALICE 
confirms our prediction of  significant gluon shadowing on the Q2 ~ 3 GeV2 . Dipole 
models predict very small  shadowing (SPb> 0.9).

SPb =


�(�A ! J/ +A)

�imp.approx.(�A ! J/ +A)

�1/2
=

gA(x,Q2)

gN (x,Q2)

Large gluon shadowing consistent with the leading twist theory prediction of FGS2012. 
LHCb data consistent with ALICE and CMS data.
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FGS+MNRT07
FGS+CTEQ6L

Contreras 2017
from peripheral AA data

No other data significantly  constrain gA(x~ 10-3) at relevant Q2 scale

SPb(x)  is extracted from the data by Guzey, Zhalov & MS 2014-2017

S = 0.6 — 0.4 strongly reduces difference between  
proton and nuclear GPDs at small impact parameters b.



ρ-meson production:  γ+Α →ρ+Α 

vector dominance model for scattering off proton 

Expectations: 

�(⇢N) < �(⇡N)

since overlapping integral between γ and ρ is suppressed as compared 
to  ρ →ρ case 

observed at HERA but ignored before our analysis: �(⇢N)/�(⇡N) ⇡ 0.85

❖

Analysis of Guzey, Frankfurt, MS, Zhalov 2015 (1506.07150)
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Testing the dynamics of interaction with nuclei for large configurations 



Glauber double scattering Gribov inelastic shadowing

❖  Gribov type inelastic shadowing is enhanced  in discussed process  - fluctuations 
grow with decrease of projectile - nucleon cross section. We estimate variance, 
ωγ→ρ~ 0.5 of   Pγ➙ρ(σ)  - distribution  of configurations in transition over σ and 
model it.

Next we use  Pγ➙ρ(σ) to calculate coherent  ρ  production.  Several effects 
contribute to suppression a) large fluctuations, b) enhancement of  inelastic 
shadowing is larger for smaller  σtot.  for the same W,   c)  effect  for coherent cross 
section is square of that for σtot. 

A A A

γ γρ ρ ρ ρ
MX

A

IP IP IP IP

ρ
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◉ Glauber model predicts large 
shadowing, still grossly 
overestimates the cross section 
(at LHC  factor ~2)

◉5
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FIG. 1: The γA → ρA cross section as a function of Wγp. The VMD-GM (the red dashed curve) and VMD-IA (blue dot-
dashed line) predictions for a 208Pb target based on the DL94 parametrization of the ρN cross section are compared to the
experimental values extracted from the STAR and ALICE UPC measurements.

photon wave function has to be modified in order to agree to the whole set of data including the results of 2006 H1
measurements.
To this end, one can write the ρ meson photoproduction amplitude as the dispersion integral over the masses of

the intermediate states generated in the γ → M transitions, which will involve the on-mass-shell fρ and the physical
ρN cross section. It is possible to demonstrate that inclusion of the contribution of the higher states can only weakly
change fρ, but it can significantly reduce the cross section of the ρ meson production. Hence, the effective ρ–nucleon
cross section σ̂ρN should be smaller than σρN = σπN . We assume that σ̂ρN can be extracted from the requirement
that Eq. (5) describes reasonably well the experimentally measured forward γp → ρp cross section:

σ̂ρN (Wγp) =
fρ
e

!

16π
dσexp

γp→ρp(t = 0)

dt
. (9)

This way we effectively take into account the enhanced contribution of the components in the ρ meson wave function
that interact with the strength weaker than the average one. This effect is present in the CDM and can also be
modeled by non-diagonal transitions among different hadronic components of the photon and the ρ meson in the

9

ωN
σ (s) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

β
√
s/24 ,

√
s < 24 GeV

β , 24 <
√
s < 200 GeV

β − 0.15 ln(
√
s/200) + 0.03(ln(

√
s/200))2 ,

√
s > 200 GeV .

(17)

where the parameter β ≈ 0.25− 0.35 was determined from the analysis of pp and p̄p data [26].

1.0
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3.0

4.0
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m
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W , GeV

mVMD-GGM +Pb Pb+

+A A+
STAR Au Au
ALICE Pb Pb

FIG. 4: The σγA→ρA cross section as a function of Wγp. The theoretical predictions using the mVMD model for the γp → ρp
cross section and the Gribov-Glauber model with cross section fluctuations for the γA → ρA amplitude are compared to the
STAR (circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. The shaded area reflects the theoretical uncertainty associated with the parameter
β characterizing the strength of cross section fluctuations (see text for details).

It is known [19] from studies of corrections to the Glauber model for total proton–nucleus cross sections that
suppression due to the inelastic shadowing is almost compensated by the effect of short-range correlations (SRC) in
the wave function of the target nucleus. We included the effect of SRC by the following replacement [48]:

TA(b) → TA(b) + ξc
σρN

2

∫

dzρ2A(b, z) , (18)

where ξc = 0.74 fm is the correlation length.
Our predictions for the γA → ρA cross section as a function of Wγp are presented in Fig. 4. The red solid curve

presents the results of the calculation using the mVMD model for the γp → ρp cross section and the Gribov– Glauber
model with the effect of cross section fluctuations, see Eq. (10). The shaded area shows the uncertainty of our
calculations due to the variation of the fluctuation strength ωσ by changing β in the range 0.25 ≤ β ≤ 0.35. The
theoretical curve is compared to the STAR (circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. One can clearly see from the figure
that the inclusion of the inelastic nuclear shadowing enables us to explain the discrepancy between the UPC data on
coherent ρ photoproduction on nuclei at large Wγp and the theoretical description of this process in the framework
of the VMD-GM with the DL94 parametrization of the ρN cross section.

Gribov - Glauber model with cross 
section fluctuations
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Outline of calculation of inelastic  γA scattering  - 
distribution over  number of wounded nucleons ν 

◉ Modeling P�(�)

For 

�  10mb(cross section for a J/ψ -dipole) use pQCD for    

�(d, x) =
⇡2

3
↵s(Q

2
eff )d

2xGN (x,Q2
eff )

For

+ smooth interpolation in between

� > �(⇡N), P�(�) = P�!⇢(�) + P�!!(�) + P�!�(�)

 �(qq̄)

4

where the probability distribution P�(�) is:

P dipole
� (�,W ) =

X

q

e2q

����
⇡dd2t

d�qq̄(W,dt,mq)

���� | �,T (z, dt,mq)|2 . (7)

The resulting distribution P dipole
� (�,W ) as a function of � for di↵erent light quark masses mq and at W = 100 GeV

is shown by the green dashed curves. To examine the sensitivity of P dipole
� (�,W ) to the choice mq, we varied the

light quark mass in the interval 0  mq < 350 MeV; the results are shown in Fig. 1, where the upper dashed curve
corresponds to mq = 0 and the lower one is for mq = 350 MeV. One sees from the figure that P dipole

� (�,W ) is
essentially insensitive to mq for �  10 mb; we take this value of � as a starting point for the smooth interpolation
to the large-� regime.

Note that since in the dipole model that we use, the dipole cross section does not exceed approximately 40 mb, the
resulting distribution P dipole

� (�,W ) of Eq. (7) has support only for 0  �  40 mb.
For large �, the distribution P�(�) can be well approximated by the distribution P (�) for the � ! ⇢ transition, which

was considered in the framework of the mVMD model [15]. Taking the sum of the ⇢, ! and � meson contributions,
the resulting distribution reads:

P(⇢+!+�)/�(�,W ) =
11

9

✓
e

f⇢

◆2

P (�,W ) , (8)

where P (�,W ) is taken from [15]; the coe�cient of 11/9 takes into account the ! and � contributions in the SU(3)
approximation (which overestimates the rather small contribution of the � mesons). The form of P (�,W ) is moti-
vated by P⇡(�,W ) for the pion and takes into account presence of the large-mass di↵raction at high energies. It is
also constrained to describe the HERA data on ⇢ photoproduction on the proton, which requires to account for a
suppression of the overlap of the photon and ⇢ wave function as compared to the diagonal case of ⇢ ! ⇢ transition.

The resulting P(⇢+!+�)/�(�) at W = 100 GeV is shown by the blue dot-dashed curve in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1: The distributions P�(�) for the photon at W = 100 GeV. The red solid curve shows the full result of the hybrid model,
see Eq. (9). The green dashed and blue dot-dashed curves show separately the dipole model and the vector meson contributions
evaluated using Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively.

We build a hybrid model of P�(�) by interpolating between regimes of small �  10 mb, where CDM is applicable
and there is no dependence on the light quark mass mq, and the regime of large �, where the soft contribution due
to the lightest vector meson dominates (hence we neglect the soft contribution of configurations with the large mass
and small kt). In particular, in our analysis we use the following expression:

P�(�) =

8
<

:

P dipole
� (�) , �  10 mb ,

Pint(�) , 10 mb  �  20 mb ,
P(⇢+!+�)/�(�) , � � 20 mb .

(9)
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Smooth matching for mq~ 300 MeV

modeling color fluctuations in photon 



◉ Calculation of distribution over the number of 
wounded nucleons

(a) Color fluctuation model

�⌫ =

Z
d�P�(�)

✓
A
⌫

◆
⇥
Z

d~b


�in(�)T (b)

A

�⌫ 
1� �in(�)T (b)

A

�A�⌫

(b) Generalized Color fluctuation model (includes LT shadowing for small σ)

p(⌫) =
�⌫P1
1 �⌫

.

P�(�)

✓
A
⌫

◆
⇥ �in

�in
eff

Z
d~b


�effT (b)

A

�⌫ 
1� �effT (b)

A

�A�⌫

calculated in the LT nuclear shadowing 
theory for small σ

�eff/�
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f /
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using σin = σtot - σtot / (16πB)
using  σin = 0.85 σtot
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interaction of small dipoles is screened much stronger than in the eikonal model

evidence from J/psi production  - next slide

consistent with shadowing for J/ψ coherent production



 8

Ultraperipheral minimum bias γΑ collisions at LHC (WγN< 500 GeV)

 Huge fluctuations of the strength of γN  interaction - soft and small dipoles,.. (Leonya 
Frankfurt’s talk) → large fluctuations in the number of wounded nucleons in γA collisions
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distribution over the number of wounded 
nucleons in γΑ scattering, W ~ 70 GeV 

Alvioli, Guzey, Zhalov, LF, 
MS - Physs.Lett. in press

Phys.Lett. B767 (2017) 450-457

MS

CF broaden very significantly distribution over ν.  
“pA ATLAS/CMS like analysis” using energy flow at large rapidities 
 would test both presence of configurations with large σ ~40 mb,
 and weakly interacting configurations.
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Ultraperipheral minimum bias γA at the LHC (WγN < 0.5 TeV)
Huge fluctuations of the number of wounded nucleons, ν,.in interaction 
with both small and large dipoles
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Using forward detector (CASTOR?)  for centrality via measurement of “y” 
advantageous : larger rapidity interval - smaller kinematical/ energy conservation 
correlations. For using ΣET   for centrality determination one needs Δy > 4 . 
Interesting alternative is to use information from ZDC.



γ A→jets + X

1) Direct photon & xA> 0.01, ν=1?

Color change propagation through matter. 
Color exchanges ? ➠ nucleus excitations, ZDC & CASTOR

2) Direct photon & xA< 0.005  - nuclear shadowing —> increase of ν

3) Resolved  photon   - increase of  ν with
 decrease of xγ and xA W dependence of distribution over ν  

 18

Centrality dependence of the forward spectrum in  γ A→h + X 
— connection to modeling cosmic rays  cascades in the atmosphere

Observables which are easier to measure than shadowing for 
total cross sections (neutrons, ΣET  



Direct photon dijets
x> 10-2

Charm
x~ 10-3

Low transverse 
momentum events

60 mb0 mb

Leading strangeness
x~ 10-3

Min bias

“2D strengthonometer”   - EIC & LHeC  - Q2 dependence - decrease of role of “fat” 
configurations, multinucleon interactions due to LT nuclear shadowing

σ

Tuning strength of interaction of configurations in photon using forward (along γ 
information) . Novel way to study dynamics of γ &γ* interactions with nuclei

 9
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Comment: Forward γA & γp physics at the LHC mostly within acceptance 
of central ATLAS, CMS detectors   
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Probing BFKL dynamics in γp, γA scattering
 in large t “diffractive” rapidity gap processes

Color fluctuations in nucleons from hard diffraction at t=0 

☛

☛

Opportunities for studying small x dynamics in 

UPC rapidity gap processes 

�(�⇤) + p(A) ! ”vector meson” + rapidity gap + X

only -t ≾ 0.2 GeV2



Will focus on three questions which could be studied in process

What is asymptotic behavior of the amplitude of the elastic scattering 
of small dipoles in QCD at large t ? At what energies   BFKL approximation works?

✵

 in UPC pA/AA at the  LHC

✵

How small dipoles interact with nuclear media?

Rapidity gaps

important - in UPC with hadron production no ambiguity with the source of photons 
(not the case for coherent  J/ψ production) - higher W can be probed

�(�⇤EIC) + p(A) ! ”vector meson” + rapidity gap + Y

✵

gluon field strength fluctuations from low t kinematics



These  questions can be addressed by studying rapidity gap processes at large 
t=(pρ-pγ)2  which were first studied at  HERA - best combining γN and γA

Elementary reaction - scattering of a hadron (γ, γ*)

off a parton of the target at large t=(pγ-pV)2 
FS 89 (large t pp→p +gap + jet),

Mueller & Tung 91

x
N

γ ρ, J/ψ

X

⎫
⎭⎬

Forshaw & Ryskin 95
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~

regime of color opacity, a direct evidence is very limited, see however [?]. The rapidity gap
processes we discuss in this paper will provide additional handles to address these questions.

To probe this physics a number of small x processes which originate due to elastic scat-
tering of a parton and a small quark-antiquark (qq̄) color singlet dipoles (we will refer to
them in the following simply as dipoles) at large momentum transfer and at high energies
were suggested. This includes hard di�raction in pp⇧ pX process at large t, production of
two jets accompanied by rapidity gap-coherent Pomeron [?], the rate of production of two
back to back jets with a large rapidity gap in between [?] as compared to the rate of two jet
production in the same kinematics without rapidity gaps [?, ?], photo(electro) production
of vector mesons at large t with a rapidity gap [?, ?, ?]. Production of two jets with a gap
in between was studied experimentally at the Tevatron, see e.g. [?]. Over the last ten years
the theoretical and experimental studies were focused on the photo/electro production o�
a proton. Studies of these processes at HERA resulted in the measurements of the rele-
vant cross sections [?, ?, ?, ?, ?] in a region of the photon-proton center of mass energies
20 GeV ⇤ W�p ⇤ 200 GeV .

The HERA data agree well with many (though not all) predictions of the QCD motivated
models (several of which use the LO BFKL approximation[?]), see for example [?] and
references therein.

Clearly it would be beneficial to extend such study to higher W�p and over a larger
range of the rapidity gap intervals to investigate how energy dependence of the small dipole
- parton scattering changes with t. Recently we demonstrated [?] that this will be possible
using quasireal photons in the ultraperipheral collisions (UPC) of protons with nuclei at
LHC.

Here we perform a more detailed analysis focusing on study of ⇥ meson photoproduction:

� + p(A)⇧ ⇥ + rapidity gap + X, (1)

at large t and with a rapidity gap between ⇥-meson and produced hadronic system X in
the proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus UPC at LHC. We consider the kinematics where the
rapidity gap interval is su⇤ciently large (⌅ 4) to suppress contribution of the fragmentation
processes. Related physics can be investigated in the di�ractive production of charm or two
jets separated by large rapidity gap from the nucleon fragmentation region. For example,
studies of the A-dependence of production of two jets in the processes like � + A ⇧ (jet +
M1)+ rapidity gap+(jet+M2) will allow to check presence of the color transparency e�ects
in the gap survival in hard photon induced processes [?].

The CMS and ATLAS detectors are well suited for observing such processes since they
cover large rapidity intervals.

The main variables determining the dynamics of the process are the mass MX of system
produced due to the dissociation of proton target, the square of the transfered momentum
�t ⇥ Q2 = �(p� � pV )2, and the invariant energy of the qq̄- parton elastic scattering

s� = xW 2
�p, (2)

where

x =
�t

(�t + M2
X �m2

N)
, (3)

2

~ FS95

s0 = x̃W 2
�p

Remark: low -t  (small  x )  are also interesting 
- check dynamics of  the leading twist nuclear shadowing 

~



The   rapidity gap between the produced vector meson and knocked out parton 
(roughly corresponding to the leading edge of the rapidity range filled by the hadronic 
system X) is related to Wγp and t  (for large t,  Wγp )as

yr = ln
x̃W 2

�pp
(�t)(m2

V � t)

yrφ
ln(s0) VM

Advantage of CASTOR (other detectors capable to fix the rapidity range with 
no hadron activity over - large rapidity gaps), can use central detector to select 
events with ρ0-meson with pt > 2 GeV over 4 units of rapidity (change of s’ by a 
factor ~ 50). In particular  CASTOR can be used for defining a gap or be used 
in combination with ZDC for looking at even larger gaps.
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The choice of large t ensures several  important simplifications:
✵ the parton ladder mediating quasielastic  scattering  is attached to the  
projectile  via two gluons. 
✵✵ attachment of the ladder to two partons of the target is strongly 
suppressed.  
✵✵✵ the transverse size dqq̄ ⇥ 1/

⇤
�t⇠ 0.15fm forJ/ for� t ⇠ m2

J/ 

d��+p!V+X

dtdx̃
=

=
d��+quark!V+quark

dt


81

16
gp(x̃, t) +

X

i

(qip(x̃, t) + q̄ip(x̃, t))

�
 24

gluon density fluctuations do not enter in this limitStrikman\Massachusetts\3.20-24.19



HERA --Analyses with z cut, M2X/s < const cuts are good for study of the dominance 
of the mechanism of scattering off single partons. However they correspond to 
rapidity interval between VM and jet which are typically of the order Δy = 2 - 3. 

Optimal way to study BFKL dynamics  is different:  keep M2X 
(in practice yr< const)   and study  W- dependence.

Was difficult but not impossible at HERA, natural at LHC

At LHC one can study energy dependence of  elastic q q - parton scattering at 
W’=20 GeV -  400 GeV (higher lumi now - need new estimates

�el(qq̄ � q(g)(W � = 400GeV )/�el(qq̄ � q(g)(W � = 20GeV ) ⇥ 10 !!!
if Δ=0.2 -- NLO BFKL  

-

t-range  for sufficient squeezing  -t ~ few GeV2,   For J/ψ  -t ~ 4 -- 10  GeV2, 

Note - t-dependence is weak
d�

dt
/ 1

(t+ t0)

1

(�t+m2
J/ )

3

Large rates up to large t

W 02 ⌘ W 2(qq̄ � parton) = x̃W 2

better rapidity coverage of detector                larger W’ range 

LF & MS & Zhalov 2008

)

)
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-- J/ψ data from HERA

Large experimental value of                 is due to  the dependence chosen kinematics - bins did not 
correspond to fixed   

 DGLAPS with                                             gives a good description of the data.
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↵eff
IP (�t � few GeV2) = 1

Blok, Frankfurt, MS, Phys.Lett. B690 (2010) 159-163

x̃
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W’ is too small? 



At  low t the approximation breaks done -

1� F 2
N (x, t)

suppression  at -t < 0.2 GeV2 and ultimate disappearance 
  of incoherent distribution  at -t =0.

Transition to gluon fluctuation mechanism at t~ 0.

additional overall factor in basic formula



Strength of the gluon field should depend on the size of the quark 
configurations - for small configurations the field is strongly screened - 

gluon density much smaller than average.

Consider ��L + p� V + X for Q2 > few GeV2

 Expand initial proton state in a set of partonic states characterized by the number 
of partons and their transverse positions, summarily labeled as  |n〉

|p� =
�

n

an|n�

Each configuration n has a definite gluon density G(x, Q2| n) given by the 
expectation value of the twist--2 gluon operator in the state |n〉

G(x, Q2) =
�

n|an|2G(x, Q2|n) � ⇥G⇤

In this limit the QCD factorization theorem (BFGMS03, CFS07) for these 
processes is applicable 

we know a little bit  about such fluctuations - MS + LF + C.Weiss,
 D.Treliani PRL 08



(d�el/dt)t=0 ⇥
�⇤

n|an|2G(x, Q2|n)
⇥2 � ⇤G⌅2,

(d�di�/dt)t=0 ⇥
⇤

n|an|2
�
G(x, Q2|n)

⇥2 � ⇤G2⌅.

�inel = �di� � �el

⇥g ⇥ ⇤G2⌅ � ⇤G⌅2

⇤G⌅2 =
d���+p�V M+X

dt

⇥
d���+p�V M+p

dt

����
t=0

.

Making use of the completeness of partonic states, we find that the elastic(X = p)
 and total diffractive (X arbitrary) cross sections are proportional to

Hence cross section of inelastic diffraction is 

⇒

For sufficient Q2 we expect inelastic/elastic ratio should   
be the same for ρ,φ, J/ψ production. Agrees with the HERA data 

further analyses of the HERA data are necessary 
 for different channels and same Y cuts.

Y

!g ⇠ 0.15÷ 0.2.



Tracking Fast Small Color Dipoles through Strong Gluon Fields at the LHC
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We argue that the process !þ A ! J=c þ “gap”þ X at large momentum transfer q2 provides a quick
and effective way to test the onset of a novel perturbative QCD regime of strong absorption for the

interaction of small dipoles at the collider energies. We find that already the first heavy-ion run at the LHC

will allow one to study this reaction with sufficient statistics via ultraperipheral collisions, hence probing

the interaction of q !q dipoles of sizes "0:2 fm with nuclear media down to x" 10#5.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.232001 PACS numbers: 12.38.#t, 13.60.#r, 24.85.+p

Soon after J=c was discovered, the J=c photoproduc-
tion experiments on nuclear targets have established that
nuclei are practically transparent to the J=c ’s produced at
photon energies in the range "20– 120 [1,2]. The absorp-

tive cross section "J=cN
abs was found to be close to "4 mb

that is much smaller than the cross section of interaction of
ordinary mesons "25 mb. The observed transparency is
natural within the Low-Nussinov model of two-gluon ex-
change where the cross section of hadron interaction with a
small color singlet dipole quark-antiquark configuration in
the photon wave function is proportional to the square of
the transverse size of the color dipole [3,4]. Note that the
average size of c!cconfigurations involved in photoproduc-
tion of J=c is significantly smaller than the J=c size. Such
suppression of interactions of small dipoles is a well known
effect in electrodynamics—for example, a muonium can
propagate through the media much easier than a
positronium.

Within the leading lnQ2, lnð1=xÞ approximations of
perturbative QCD, one expects (differently from the
Low-Nussinov model) that the cross section of the inter-
action of small dipoles with hadrons should increase rap-
idly with an increase of invariant dipole-hadron energy
W!N ¼ ffiffiffi

s
p

due to the growth of the gluon fields in hadron
targets at small x / s#1:

"dip#Tðx; dÞ ¼
#2

3
F2d2$sð%=d2ÞxGTðx;%=d2Þ; (1)

where F2 ¼ 3ð4=3Þ is the Casimir operator for the two-
gluon (q !q) dipole and %" 4– 9. For a dipole of a size
"0:25 fm relevant for production of J=c , Eq. (1) corre-
sponds to energy dependence / s0:2 and describes well the
behavior of both the exclusive electroproduction of vector
mesons and the inclusive cross section of deep inelastic
electron-proton scattering observed at the Hadron Electron
Ring Accelerator (HERA); for a review and references, see
[5].

A naive extrapolation of the observed pattern to LHC
energies indicates that the strength of this interaction may

reach values comparable to that experienced by light had-
rons, leading to a new regime of strong interaction physics
at the LHC characterized by a strong absorption of small
color dipoles by the media. On the other hand, it is evident
that to avoid conflict with probability conservation starting
from some energies such a rapid increase of the cross
section should be tamed.
So the question is whether it will be possible at the LHC

to observe this new perturbative QCD regime when the
coupling constant is small but the interaction is strong. In
practice, it is very difficult to devise a high energy probe
for virtualities of a few GeV2 for the hadron colliders
especially for the high energy strong interactions involving
nuclei where gluon densities per unit area are higher and
where new high gluon density physics should be enhanced.
Such a problem is absent for electron-ion colliders, but
these colliders are far in the future.
An alternative which we discuss here is to use ultra-

peripheral collisions (UPCs) of ions at the LHC in which
one of the nuclei serves as a source of quasireal photons
and another one as a target. The recently published study
[6] demonstrates that it is feasible to select UPCs at the
LHC and that the rates for many processes of the dipole-
nucleus interactions are high enough. This includes the
process of coherent photoproduction of J=c [7].
However, this process could be effectively studied only
up to relatively small energies W!N " 130 GeV due to the
inability to separate contributions due to the lower and
higher energy photons emitted by two colliding ions.
Here we suggest a strategy which avoids the above-
mentioned shortcoming of the coherent J=c production.
It is based on the study of the large momentum transfer
#t ' q2 ' ðp! # pJ=c Þ2 process: !þ A ! J=c þ
gapþ X. In addition to the theoretical advantages which
we will explain below, it also has some appealing ob-
servational features. Observation of J=c and hadrons
allows one to determine unambiguously which of the
nuclei emitted the photon. As a result, it is possible to
observe the process up toW!#N " 1 TeV. Besides, accep-
tance of all three LHC detectors which plan to study heavy-
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Complementary to γ+ Α →J/ψ  +Α and has several advantages: 

� +A ! J/ (⇢, 2⇡)+ ”gap” + X

at large t

(i)  larger W range  for UPC (due to ability to determine which of nuclei generated photon)

(ii) Regulating of     for the  parton in nucleus - shadowing vs linear regime for GA(x,Q) 

(iii)  More central collisions - larger local  gluon density 

Qualitative Predictions:

❃ Aeff/A  should increase with t at fixed W - smaller dipoles 

❃ Aeff/A  should decrease with increase of W  at fixed t - onset of black disk regime.  
Larger shadowing for small x (regulated by the rapidity covered by X-system)

x̃

 30



The rapidity survival probability  for the J/ψ photoproduction  as a function of  W

which is formally a higher twist effect in d2, has a physical
meaning of the probability for a small dipole to pass
through the media without inelastic interactions for the
energy W!N.

This effect can be expressed through the profile func-

tion for the dipole-nucleus scattering !dip;Aðx; d; ~bÞ, which
is the Fourier conjugate of the elastic dipole-A ampli-

tude. It is normalized so that "totðdip# AÞðx; dÞ ¼
2
R
d2b!dip;Aðx; d; ~bÞ. The range of gluon x probed in

this case is of the order x % m2
J=c =W

2
!N (and somewhat

smaller if one uses the charmonium model for the J=c
wave function like in [12]). In the dynamics driven by

inelastic interactions, j!ðx; d; ~bÞj & 1. Application of
S-channel unitarity (essentially the probability conserva-
tion; cf. [13]) allows one to demonstrate that the probabil-
ity for the dipole not to interact inelastically is equal to

j1 # !ðx; d; ~bÞj2 leading to

Aeff ¼
Z

d2bTð ~bÞj1 # !ðx; d; ~bÞj2: (7)

Here we neglect fluctuations in the size of the dipole which
is a good approximation for the regime of moderate ab-
sorption where average interaction strength enters into the
answer. In the case of large absorption, the filtering effect
takes place leading to enhancement of the contribution of
small dipoles. A more detailed treatment will be given
elsewhere.

Choice of kinematics with ~x > xsh results in dominance
of hard interaction at small impact parameters. Thus, using
a heavy nucleus as a target, one can probe propagation of a
small dipole through ' 10 fm of nuclear matter and deter-

mine j1 # !ðx; d; ~bÞj.
To estimate the suppression effect as given by Eq. (7),

we use two popular complementary models for the inter-
action of a small size dipole with the matter. One is the
eikonal model where the small size dipole interacts via
multiple rescatterings off nucleons with the strength given
by the dipole-nucleon total cross section. Deviations of the
dipole-nucleus interaction from / A is a higher twist effect
since the interactions with n ( 2 nucleons is /d2n. The
second model is the leading twist shadowing model which
includes only two gluon attachments to the dipole. In this
case deviations from the linear regime in A are due to soft
interactions of the two gluons with the nucleus.

In the eikonal model, neglecting fluctuations of the c"c
transverse size, we obtain

!ðx; d; ~bÞ ¼ 1 # exp½# "dip# Nðx; dÞTð ~bÞ=2*; (8)

where "dip# Nðx; dÞ is given by Eq. (1). Since for heavy
nuclei Tð0Þ + 2 fm# 2, Pgap

A + exp½# "dip# Nðx; dÞTð0Þ* be-
comes small already for " ' 5 mbwhich corresponds to
x ' 10# 3. Hence in this model a large suppression effect is
expected which grows with W!N and, for fixed W!N ,
decreases with an increase of q2; see Fig. 2 (the curves

for q2 ¼ 50 GeV2 aim to illustrate the trend of the t
dependence of Pgap

A ; the actual measurement for this range
of t will require a long running time).
An alternative model is the leading twist approximation

over parameter #2
QCD=ð4m2

cþ q2Þ for the dipole scattering
off the nucleus which was used for the description of
coherent J=c production. Contrary to the eikonal approxi-
mation, this approach accounts for essential nuclear modi-
fication of the nuclear parton distributions at small x. Since
in the leading twist Eq. (1) describes the inelastic dipole-
nucleus cross section, the probability for a dipole of the
size d to pass through the nucleus without inelastic inter-
actions is

Pgap
A ¼ 1

A

Z
d2bTð ~bÞ

!
1 # "dip# Nðx;dÞ

gAðx;Q2; ~bÞ
gNðx;Q2Þ

"
; (9)

where Q2 ¼ #=d2 and gAðx;Q2; ~bÞ is the gluon den-
sity of the nucleus in impact parameter space

[
R
gAðx;Q2; ~bÞd2b ¼ gAðx;Q2Þ]. In the kinematic range

x ( 3 - 10# 3 where shadowing effects are still small,
one can unambiguously calculate the shadowing correc-

tion as a function of ~b through the diffractive gluon
parton distribution function (pdf) gdiffðx; xP; Q2Þ, which
is measured in hard processes at HERA. Higher order
rescatterings could be estimated by introducing
"effðx;Q2Þ ¼ R

0:01
x dxPgdiffðx; xP; Q2Þ=gNðx;Q2Þ; for de-

tails, see [14].
The very small x and low virtuality diffractive pdfs one

has to use for such an analysis are not reliable as they
involve extrapolations from larger Q2 and x. A straightfor-
ward application of the data leads to a very strong shadow-
ing of gA and hence to a small absorption; see Fig. 2 (dotted
line). However, it is very difficult to envision leading twist
(LT) dynamics where partons of nucleons at a given impact
parameter b would screen the nuclear pdf below the maxi-
mal value of generalized gluon density gNðx;Q2; ~$Þ of one
nucleon at this b [in the Glauber model for the nucleon-
deuteron interaction, this condition corresponds to
"ðhDÞ ( "ðhNÞ]. For the limit of large A, this implies a
condition
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which is formally a higher twist effect in d2, has a physical
meaning of the probability for a small dipole to pass
through the media without inelastic interactions for the
energy W!N.

This effect can be expressed through the profile func-
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is the Fourier conjugate of the elastic dipole-A ampli-
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2
R
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J=c =W

2
!N (and somewhat
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d2bTð ~bÞj1 # !ðx; d; ~bÞj2: (7)

Here we neglect fluctuations in the size of the dipole which
is a good approximation for the regime of moderate ab-
sorption where average interaction strength enters into the
answer. In the case of large absorption, the filtering effect
takes place leading to enhancement of the contribution of
small dipoles. A more detailed treatment will be given
elsewhere.

Choice of kinematics with ~x > xsh results in dominance
of hard interaction at small impact parameters. Thus, using
a heavy nucleus as a target, one can probe propagation of a
small dipole through ' 10 fm of nuclear matter and deter-

mine j1 # !ðx; d; ~bÞj.
To estimate the suppression effect as given by Eq. (7),

we use two popular complementary models for the inter-
action of a small size dipole with the matter. One is the
eikonal model where the small size dipole interacts via
multiple rescatterings off nucleons with the strength given
by the dipole-nucleon total cross section. Deviations of the
dipole-nucleus interaction from / A is a higher twist effect
since the interactions with n ( 2 nucleons is /d2n. The
second model is the leading twist shadowing model which
includes only two gluon attachments to the dipole. In this
case deviations from the linear regime in A are due to soft
interactions of the two gluons with the nucleus.

In the eikonal model, neglecting fluctuations of the c"c
transverse size, we obtain

!ðx; d; ~bÞ ¼ 1 # exp½# "dip# Nðx; dÞTð ~bÞ=2*; (8)

where "dip# Nðx; dÞ is given by Eq. (1). Since for heavy
nuclei Tð0Þ + 2 fm# 2, Pgap

A + exp½# "dip# Nðx; dÞTð0Þ* be-
comes small already for " ' 5 mbwhich corresponds to
x ' 10# 3. Hence in this model a large suppression effect is
expected which grows with W!N and, for fixed W!N ,
decreases with an increase of q2; see Fig. 2 (the curves

for q2 ¼ 50 GeV2 aim to illustrate the trend of the t
dependence of Pgap

A ; the actual measurement for this range
of t will require a long running time).
An alternative model is the leading twist approximation

over parameter #2
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cþ q2Þ for the dipole scattering
off the nucleus which was used for the description of
coherent J=c production. Contrary to the eikonal approxi-
mation, this approach accounts for essential nuclear modi-
fication of the nuclear parton distributions at small x. Since
in the leading twist Eq. (1) describes the inelastic dipole-
nucleus cross section, the probability for a dipole of the
size d to pass through the nucleus without inelastic inter-
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where Q2 ¼ #=d2 and gAðx;Q2; ~bÞ is the gluon den-
sity of the nucleus in impact parameter space

[
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gAðx;Q2; ~bÞd2b ¼ gAðx;Q2Þ]. In the kinematic range

x ( 3 - 10# 3 where shadowing effects are still small,
one can unambiguously calculate the shadowing correc-

tion as a function of ~b through the diffractive gluon
parton distribution function (pdf) gdiffðx; xP; Q2Þ, which
is measured in hard processes at HERA. Higher order
rescatterings could be estimated by introducing
"effðx;Q2Þ ¼ R

0:01
x dxPgdiffðx; xP; Q2Þ=gNðx;Q2Þ; for de-

tails, see [14].
The very small x and low virtuality diffractive pdfs one

has to use for such an analysis are not reliable as they
involve extrapolations from larger Q2 and x. A straightfor-
ward application of the data leads to a very strong shadow-
ing of gA and hence to a small absorption; see Fig. 2 (dotted
line). However, it is very difficult to envision leading twist
(LT) dynamics where partons of nucleons at a given impact
parameter b would screen the nuclear pdf below the maxi-
mal value of generalized gluon density gNðx;Q2; ~$Þ of one
nucleon at this b [in the Glauber model for the nucleon-
deuteron interaction, this condition corresponds to
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condition
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Rapidity gap processes for fixed produced mass Y - clean probe of high energy 
hard Pomeron

Summary

Gross violation of the Glauber approximation for photoproduction of vector 
mesons due to CFs. CF are much stronger in photons than in nucleons. and 
can be regulated using different triggers (charm, jets,…). EIC will allow to 
study CF in photons at different Q, W - novel tests of interplay of soft and 
hard physics in γ* interactions. UPC = forerunner at the LHC.

✦

✦

✦

LT DGLAP framework for calculation of nuclear pdfs; etc passed the J/psi 
coherent production test. Possible onset of black regime pushed to much 
smaller x.
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